The Last LMS You’ll
Ever Purchase
We’ve developed an LMS that tackles the industry’s
biggest problems while boosting your brand
and making life easier for you and your learners.
Our configurable interface allows features
and functions to be switched on or off as your
organization grows and changes. And if you
need a solution that simply doesn’t exist in the
marketplace, we’ll build it for you.

Over the past 20 years, we’ve created LMSs that look like no LMS you’ve seen. They blend seamlessly
into clients’ websites, becoming undetectable, powerful learning machines that help organizations
become smarter and more profitable.
We work with you to build an LMS that you can’t find anywhere else, but that doesn’t mean it’s overly
expensive or overly complicated. We assign a group of developers, support technicians, and project
managers to you to ensure that the LMS is built to your specifications, with no stress, confusion, or
added work for your busy team.

Dedicated support specialist assigned

Centralized platform with engaging user

to every project

interface supports blended learning and
highlights training resources

Self-registration and single sign-on,
next-up courses, and easy-to-use

Dashboard reporting for fast and easy

training catalog

access to standard and customized reports

Custom integrations with your HRIS, payroll

Multi-language capabilities to serve

system, eCommerce, social media, and CRM

your global learners
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The Last LMS You’ll
Ever Purchase
Roundtable LMS Features
Say goodbye to the headache of
implementing a new LMS every time
your contract expires. Our configurable
interface allows features and functions
to be switched on or off as your
organization grows and changes,
ensuring that Roundtable’s LMS is the
last you’ll ever need to purchase.

Blended Learning

Content Library

Event Management

Asynchronous Learning

Integrated Communication

Multi-Language & Currency

Certification Management

Mobile Learning

Communication Tools

Employee & External

Social Learning

Offline Learning

Extended Enterprise

Skills Tracking

SSO & Self-Registration

eCommerce

Student Portal

Course Catalog

Gamification

Synchronous Learning

Resources & Job Aids

Gradebook

Testing & Assessments

Video Conferencing

Classroom Management

Authentication & Security

Standard & Custom Integrations

Compliance

Automated Emails

Continuous Support

SCORM

Custom Branding

Robust Reporting

xAPI

Configurable Interface

Intuitive UI/UX
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Our LMS Implementation Process
When you partner with Roundtable Learning
for a configurable LMS, you don’t need to hire
an implementation specialist to introduce your
LMS to your organization. Implementation is
part of our process and our solution. We’ll guide
you through a comprehensive set-up process,
ensuring that you and your learners will get the
most out of your new Roundtable LMS.

STEP ONE: PROJECT KICKOFF
We’ll assign you a project manager, a technical
support specialist, and a learning solutions advisor.
Then, we build a project site on shareable project
management software so that you can watch us build,
configure, and implement your LMS in real time.

STEP FIVE: REPORTING

We’ll create milestones and outline deliverables.

In addition to our full suite of reporting, we’ll build
two additional custom reports and set up automated

STEP TWO: ACCESS AND PERMISSIONS

reporting and messaging for you. During this step,

Here’s where you’ll help us understand exactly who

we’ll migrate your resource documents and build

will be using your new LMS and how they’ll be using it.

your Resource Library.

We’ll create job roles, users, administrators, and more.
STEP SIX: TRAINING
STEP THREE: DATA MIGRATION

Prior to launch, we’ll train your LMS managers

We’ll handle the migration of your current content,

and administrators on the new system. We’ll build

including video, SCORM files, PDFs, Powerpoints, and

custom manuals and create quick-guides for your

more. We’ll also transfer your user history.

unique LMS, then provide unlimited support for 30
days post-launch.

STEP FOUR: BRANDING AND CONFIGURATION
We’ll brand the LMS using your colors, logos, images,

STEP SEVEN: SUPPORT

and videos. We’ll also configure the features and

Support shouldn’t disappear after implementation.

functions of the LMS to your liking. A few of the

We offer a free 30 days of unlimited support

configurable elements include: Discussions and

post-launch. You’ll receive a direct phone number

Conversations, Company Spotlight, Upcoming Events,

and email address for technical support, and you

Social Media Connections.

can purchase flexible support bundles as you go.
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